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ABSTRACT 
 

 

 
Context: 

Mobile agents are considered quite challenging and provide scope for developing innovative 

applications in distributed computing domain. One important area where there is a scope to employ 

mobile agents successfully is the Network security domain. There are plethora of mobile agent based 

security mechanisms proposed till now. But the successful deployment of the security mechanism is 

effected by the parameters like performance, efficiency, ability to identify the intruders, and the 

models vulnerability to direct attacks and so-on which make the successful deployment of the mobile 

agents in the security domain more challenging. Therefore it’s often demanding to identify a security 

mechanism that entails the performance by making use of the mobile agents in the security domain on 

the contrary the mechanism need to be generic and support all kinds of the environments. As a result 

performing vulnerability analysis in mobile agent security domain is often required. 

Objectives: 

The main objective of this study is to provide the report that incorporates the empirical analysis of the 

selected mobile agent based security mechanism from the perspective of performance that could be 

useful in defining the standards for development of the security modules for mobile agents. The 

secondary aim of this study is to characterize the issues related to the performance of the security 

mechanism in the mobile agents environment. And finally to identify the model specific barriers that 

will effect the performance of the security mechanism for mobile agents. 

Methods: 

This thesis performs the vulnerability analysis on the selected mobile agent based security mechanism 

and uses a direct implementation method to study the performance of the security mechanism. The 

factors considered from the performance perspective are the round trip time or can also be termed as 

total response time. The effect of the performance is studied with respect to the scalability of the 

network parameters like the number of packets and the size of the network. This thesis focuses on 

implementing four different modules which are individual agents communicating with each other in 

the network when deployed while performing a combing on the network for vulnerabilities. The four 

different modules implemented in the thesis are the Information Gathering Agent, Tracing Agent, 

Manager or Managing agent, Monitor or Monitoring agent. The performance of the mechanism is 

studied in three phases.  The agents of the selected mechanism are implemented in the first phase and 

in the second phase a shear testing is done on those implemented agents of the security mechanism by 

collecting the round trip times of the agents as a whole with respect to the number of increasing 

packets (with a % increase in the number of illegitimate packets and also with the change in the 

number of nodes). A close monitoring on the model for the performance is performed to identify the 

pit falls of the model. Finally in the third phase the collected results are analyzed and presented as a 

set of findings from this study.  

Results: 

The results collected from this experimental study are analyzed from the motive that the security 

mechanism is being monitored from the perspective of identifying as many intrusions efficiently as an 

elusive goal rather than identifying as many intrusions precisely. The results from this thesis prove 

that the mechanism considered is more efficient rather than precise. Even though the results obtained 

from this study can be seen as efficient but there is a set of residue packets which takes a bit more 

time than the other packets as can be seen when one progresses the results from top to bottom this is 

primarily because of the factors associated with the inter networking environment like the network 

traffic with respect to the size of the network or the number of nodes in the network.  

Conclusions: 

After analyzing the results and providing the answers to the research questions, a conclusion can be 

made that the selected security mechanism is proved efficient rather than precise. This mechanism is 

proved to be useful only to reduce the number of intruders in the networking domain. On the contrary 

the mechanism also helps the deployment of the security mechanism easy this is because the 

advantage associated with the selected security mechanism which uses the less number of agents. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

This chapter presents a brief introduction to mobile agent based security and the pitfalls of 

those issues. An overview of the mobile agent based security attacks and their assemblage in 

today’s mobile agent based security domain is presented in this chapter. 

In recent years Internet has turned out to be one of the important tools for not only providing 

efficient communication but also for facilitating the support of a wide range of various 

important services to millions of users connected to it. More and more people are now 

dependent on Internet for some of the most critical services and businesses. Any disruption 

to these services can result in severe financial losses to the people involved with in these 

services. There are various services which can be performed by using mobile agent based 

platforms. As a result attackers find this domain more susceptible and explore the 

vulnerabilities in the mobile agent based platforms. In order to overcome this issue it is 

necessary to develop an efficient mechanism or the agent based security platforms. This acts 

as a major motivating factor for many mischievous users to cause disruption to these critical 

services by attacking the various agents like web service agents, mobile agents as seen in 

recent attacks.   

Security is a very important research area that has been facing the challenges for the 

successful operation of the mobile agents. This is because the wireless domain is more 

susceptible for attacks and it also includes many diverse factors, for which it is hard to put all 

these factors fit into one domain. As a result the security for mobile agents is much more 

important and attracts a lot of researchers in this domain. Many security mechanisms had 

been proposed for the mobile agents. In this thesis we put forward an approach for the study 

of the performance of the security mechanism for the mobile agents. Unfortunately, most 

existing mobile agent solutions rely heavily on underlying communication infrastructures, 

which are platform-dependent and have no unified implementation criteria. As part of this 

the security and trust mechanisms that fit successfully into the mobile agents domain 

depends on many factors. There is a trade-off between security and performance of the 

mechanism, for example, response time. It is not clear about to what level the mobile agent 

must be secured.  As pointed by this issue could also be investigated from legal and 

behavioral perspectives in order to incorporate the security requirements successfully. 

 

1.1 Mobile Agents 
An agent is a set of software components that exists individually and performs 

computationally intensive tasks by interacting with the environment in which it is being 

incorporated. Software agents are an innovative technology designed to support the 

development of complex distributed, and heterogeneous information systems. Different 

definitions for agents exist and in technical terms an agent can be defined as “A software 

abstraction, an idea, or a concept, similar to OOP terms such as methods, functions and 
objects” [30].  Agents today can be characterized in a number of ways and can be nowadays 

incorporated into many areas. One such domain is the incorporation of agents into mobile 

devices. Mobile agent technology is beginning to make its way out of research labs and is 

finding its way into many commercial applications areas.  

 

Electronic commerce 
Mobile agents can be deployed for a wide range of business applications like online 

payments, stock brokerage, online money transfer and many more. 
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Network management 
Mobile agents are also well suited for network management applications such as remote 

network management, software distribution, and adaptive response to network events.  

 

Personal Digital Assistants 
Manufacturers of cell phones, personal organizers, car radios, and other consumer electronic 

devices are introducing more and more functionality into their products and are becoming 

the focus of agent developers. 

 
Web services 
Agents can also be deployed in web services domain. Various applications can be found 

which use agents for their operation. Some examples for this are hotel reservation, flight 

ticket booking and etc. 

1.2  Advantages in deploying mobile agents 

This study is extremely important because a mobile agent has some certain advantages over 

more traditional software’s; for example they can be used to implement the security 

mechanisms for the online software’s like mobile payments [3]. The technical factors that 

govern the successful deployment of the mobile agents are mentioned below:  

 The attacks against network mobility are diverse and are characterized by highly 

unstable behavior and in this case the agents are used to study the different types of 

attacks. 

 

 The research challenges are still open in this category like how to deploy a 

successful design solution based on the malignant code in the network with mobility 

(because the behavior is unstable as mentioned above). 

Mobile agents have many advantages than compared to the normal protocol based software, 

some of which are discussed below [3]: 

 Mobile agents are used to perform computational intensive tasks. 

 Dynamic deployment of software components. 

 

1.3 Security in mobile agents   

Because of the wide spread use of mobile devices for performing business tasks and as a 

mode of interaction device for using internet, the scope of the applications that explore the 

use of the mobile devices is very wide. As a result the mobile agents are widely open for 

attacks. The use of existing security mechanism is quite challenging for mobile agents and is 

among one of the factors that is responsible for the less adaption and wide spread use of the 

mobile agents [19]. Before really implementing any service based on the mobile agent 

mechanism it should be made clear that the implemented security mechanism is ensured to 

be trust worthy by the users of the mobile agent based technologies. The selection of security 

mechanism must be carefully followed during the design phase of an agent system 

development cycle. This is because it is hard to add them at the end as an additional feature. 

Security issues may determine which agents are mobile and which agents remain stationary 

[19]. Security issues may also determine the functions that a mobile agent is designed to 

perform and those that it should never perform [19]. 
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A mobile agent is a specific sort of agent that has the capability of migrating from one host 

system to another in the Internet network. During this migration from one system to another, 

the agent resumes its action when it reaches the destination system on its way to the receiver 

[21].  Even though the agent systems and multi agent systems is a wide research area, but 

they exhibit certain properties (mentioned below) which can point requirements of the agent 

systems from the perspective of the security. 

 Apart from being intelligent an agent exhibits the following properties [19] mentioned 

below: 

Situatedness  
This property ensures that based on minimal communication from the surrounding nodes or 

hosts an agent must perform the actions which change in some way.  

Autonomy  
The agent is capable of existing individually or autonomously and there by initiating the 

actions by itself. 

Flexibility  
The factor that an agent is flexible can be classified depend on the following properties; like 

responsive or reactive agents, pro-active and social agents. The first feature defines the 

capability of an agent to perform actions by its own that is being reactive. The second feature 

pro-active tells that how the agent is capable of performing actions when a signal is 

triggering from the environment where the agent lives. The last factor social agents explain 

how the agent interacts with the other agents, environmental variables and humans and so-

on. 

 

A number of other features also exist and are investigated in detail in [4, 21, 28, 19, 29]. 

Failure to achieve any of these properties leads to security implications [4]. The following 

are the general security issues that are drawn from the above attributes and have to be 

studied extensively for the wide acceptance of the mechanism are presented below [2, 27]. 

 Confidentiality 

 Authentication 

 Integration 

 Availability 

1.4 Mobile Agent Security Issues 

Apart from the general security issues mentioned above the mobile agents have two other 

important security issues that are more important and should be dealt more effective manner. 

The security issues are the location of a black hole in a network and the capturing of an 

intruder by the mobile agent security mechanism. These two factors are equally important in 

studying the feasibility of the security solution for the mobile agents. These two factors are 

mentioned below [21]. 

1.4.1 Black Hole Search by the security agent in a network  

The main challenge is to locate the black hole in the network by security agents. Black hole 

is a malicious code that captures genuine agents passing through it and disposes those agents 

and thereby no notification is received by the sending parties about the agents that were 

destroyed.  That is from such a system in the network no agent passes through it successfully 

and the resulting system where the malicious code resides is termed as a black hole.  
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1.4.1.1 Challenge: The main challenge in this to identify such a black hole and provide 
awareness of the black hole to all the systems in the network by communicating using agents. 
This is popularly known as the Black hole search problem. 
  

1.4.1.2 Solution to the problem: the solution to the problem lies in making an agent 
successfully pass through the system which is being effected.   
 
Many solutions exist about how to deploy security agents in identifying the black holes in an 

inter-network of agents. Also the security agent mechanism used for identifying the black 

holes in the network is strongly influenced by the cost of the mechanism that is being 

employed and the size of the problem. The size of the solution is basically the number of the 

agents that are employed for a specific security mechanism. 

  

1.4.2  Intruder Capture and Decontamination 

This is a very important security concern that stands at the other extreme of the mobile agent. 

Black Hole Search is used to prevent the chance of occurring from the catastrophe where as 

the intruder capture and decontamination method focuses from the perspective of how to 

avoid the catastrophes when once being occurred. The main challenge here is to capture the 

intruder and to protect the network from possibly unnecessary malicious agents and discover 

the dangerous intrusions.  

 

1.4.2.1 Challenge: The main challenge in this to identify an intruder from a set of 
contaminated group of agents and to successfully deploy a set of agents that should be used 
to clean the network of agents. A network of agents is said to be cleaned and uncontaminated 
only when an agent successfully transits through a node and thereby ensuring that the node 
should not be effected by any other malicious agent. 
  

1.4.2.2 Solution to the problem:  The solution to the problem lies in employing a successful 
security agent mechanism in a contaminated environment and thus making the agent 
successfully pass through the set of the contaminated links. 
 
For the Black Hole Search problem the main back ground problem is the safe state 

exploration of the mobile agents in the network and for the intrusion capture and 

decontamination the background problem is about the graph search [21]. The scope of the 

security solutions (safe state exploration of nodes in the graph by agents for Black Hole 

search and decontamination models for Intrusion capture and removal) that could be used for 

both the security problems differs and also there are dependent on a very wide range of 

topologies of the network. 

  

This thesis extensively studies the performance of the algorithmic aspects of the security 

mechanisms for mobile agents. In general there are three different approaches or possibilities 

that provide a research scope for the feasibility study of the mobile agent based security 

mechanism. Like for example, the security solution can be studied from the perspective of 

problem solving, complexity analysis, experimental evaluation etc., this thesis concentrates 

mainly on the experimental evaluation of the algorithmic aspects of the mobile agent security 

mechanism in-order to study the performance of the system. 

        

1.5 Purpose of the study 

The main intention of the research study is to compare the agent based security mechanism 

for mobile agents. This thesis limits the study of the security mechanism for the mobile 
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agents posed by “A Method of Tracing Intruders by Use of Mobile Agents” [14]. In this 

thesis we implemented the selected mechanism in the form of a security protocol for mobile 

agents. This security model implemented in this thesis is capable of supporting a detail study 

about the security factors proposed in the above section.  

1.6 Research Methodology  

1.6.1 Research Gap 

The true objective of the security mechanism is to effectively guard the systems against the 

potential threats that are posed by the different attackers. But this requires a lot of design 

considerations to be noted in order to implement an effective security mechanism. Mobile 

Agents despite their many advantages will result in significantly new security threats from 

the perspective of agents and agent based platforms [1]. Therefore, the security mechanism 

being deployed is effected by the number of the agents in the network and the number of 

nodes in the network. In this case apart from the correctness of the security mechanism, the 

performance of the security mechanism for the mobile agents is also a challenging issue. 

There is an excellent scope where the performance of the security mechanism for the mobile 

agents can be extensively studied. To bridge this gap in this thesis we identified the research 

challenge to study in detail about the performance of the mobile agents based security 

mechanism. The factors that have been chosen for the study of the performance in this thesis 

are the response time and the efficiency of the model. In order to answer this research 

challenge experiments are planned and conducted. After conducting experimental study the 

factors of interest are gathered from the experiment and therefore a comparison of the 

required parameters is done from the values obtained. This is used to understand the 

performance of the implemented security mechanism. 

1.6.2 Research Questions 

The following are the research questions drawn from the literature review in this field. 

RQ1: what is the state-of-the-art in the mobile agent based security mechanisms? 

RQ2: What is the round trip time of the security mechanism under varying network 

parameters? 

RQ3: what are the factors effecting the security mechanism when considered the round trip 

time vs. packet loss or unidentified packets? 

 

The research approach used for this study is a quantitative approach. The quantitative 

methodology is used to implement the selected security module for the mobile agents. In our 

study the result of the first research question is an end product that is a detailed study about 

the state-of-the –art agent based security mechanisms. The first research question is 

completely a literature study about the agent based security mechanisms. And the second 

research question involves the implementations of the selected security mechanisms for the 

study and a performance study is done for those implemented mechanisms.  The research 

question RQ2 is completely based on the empirical study. After verifying the results 

obtained from this research question the results are used to evaluate the security mechanism 

for the mobile agent which provides answer to RQ3. This is further discussed in chapter-3 

and chapter-4.  
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1.7 Threats 

The following are the threats identified for the study. 

 This thesis is limited to the study of security mechanism for mobile agent systems. 

And also the study of the security mechanism is limited only for the performance 

criteria like the response time and efficiency with respect to the number of the nodes 

in the network. 

 The implementation of the mechanism is made as simple as possible and all the tests 

made to study the performance are obtained by testing the mechanism for a simple 

echo service. The real environment may include more complex services and hence 

the empirical values may change depending on the service being implemented. 
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2 BACKGROUND / RELATED WORK 
 

IP Network is an extensive domain that has an ample scope for causing the vulnerabilities in 

the internet. Network security is a specialized area which discusses about the vulnerabilities 

in the networks by delving into the Internet-working (TCP/IP) domain. The main aim of the 

network security is to provide secured communication between two end users by guard 

information related to those users. Network security is a wide topic and if often challenging 

area because of the interoperable issues while linking various kinds of inter-networks. 

Failure to manage the security issues (often governed by the security management) leads to 

attacks. 

 A good security mechanism is very important for securing the communication between two 

endpoints in a network. Different kinds of networks have different kinds of requirements for 

managing the security issues. If security management is not followed it is easy for a 

malicious user to breaking through the network policy and explores the vulnerability of the 

system. The result of this can be a loss of information (critical user-ids and password 

details), loss of a service to the user (user unable to access the required service) and many 

others.  Usually the severity can be rated from mild to catastrophic. The mischievous user 

usually does this by attacking the system and they can be classified based on the threats 

explained in the next section. The domain considered for the study of the security 

mechanism in this thesis is limited to the mobile agent based platforms. 

2.1 Mobile Agent Model 

Many different agent based models exist but this thesis uses a simple agent based model in 

order to investigate the security issues. The simple agent based model used for the thesis is 

shown below [27]. 

 

Figure 1: Overview of security agents in Internet Domain. 

From the above figure the attacks can be explored from platform perspective and an agent 

perspective and thus leading to the following three threat categories [27, 4]. 

 Agent – Agent: If the attacks originate from one mobile agent to another mobile 

agent, then they are classified as Agent-Agent based attacks.  

 Agent-Platform: If the attacks originate from an agent to an agent platform, then they 

are classified as agent – Platform based attacks. 
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 Platform-Agent: If the attacks originate from an agent platform to an agent, then they 

are classified as Platform - Agent based attacks. 

Security mechanisms which are capable of successfully defending the threats like agent-

to-agent, agent-to-platform, and platform-to-agent issues may on the other hand are 

capable of introducing performance issues like response time, efficiency and so-on that 

also successfully govern the deployment of mobile agents for certain applications [27]. 

This thesis concentrates on the study of the security mechanism from the perspective of 

agents only. No platform issues are considered for the evaluation of the agent based 

security mechanism. For this study the Agent – to – Agent based security threat is 

explored and the performance of the mechanism is studied. 

2.2 Attacks in Mobile agents 

Using threat to exploit the vulnerability is called as an attack. Security attacks can be based 

on the stipulation of the network attributes and can vary in wide range. The following are the 

different basic possibilities where a malicious user or an attacker can explore the 

vulnerabilities in the system or network [20].  

 Underlying computer architecture. 

 The network protocols used for the communication between the end points. 

 The underlying Authentication methods used. 

As mentioned from the above there are four different ways which point outs the possible 

attacks, which can be drawn from the environment of the agent-based systems. This 

classification is according to whether, the agent or the agent platform (in the following also 

called agency) is malicious and whether, the agent or the agent platform is being attacked 

[24, 27]. 

2.2.1 Attack between mobile agent to the mobile agent based platform 

The following categories of attacks can be figured out for this type of attacks. 

 

 Denial of Service (DoS) attacks  

In this attack a technique called flooding is used to deny the service to the users of that 

service. In this technique a mischievous user in a network tries to send the victim resource 

packets in large number which is known as flooding. In this case the victims can no longer 

service to their licit user [4, 21]. 

 

 Unauthorized access to the agency’s data 
 In this the attacker tries to attack the system by accessing the confidential data 

 

 Masquerading 
 This type of attack is similar to the spoofing where one agent attacks as pretending to be as 

another agent with equal permissions required as that of the legitimate agent and gains 

access to sensitive data or services. 

2.2.2 Attack between two different mobile agents  

The possible ways for these type of attacks will be like one agent modifying the state or task 

of another agent, reading or writing the data that belongs to other agent, masking its identify 
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to deceive other agents and gain sensitive information from them or using services on behalf 

of other agents and gain sensitive information from them, retarding another agent or 

detaining it from fulfilling its task [27] and finally the most common denial of service attacks 

on other agents by sending spam messages. 

2.2.3 Attack between two different mobile agent platforms 

The possible ways for these type of attacks will be like eaves-dropping on the 

communication between two agencies and capturing agents to extract useful information 

from the agents’ state or code, traffic analysis attempting to find patterns in the 

communication between two agencies to derive assumed behaviors based on these patterns, 

sending an agent to attack the agency this could be either a malicious agent or an agent 

manipulated to act maliciously. 

2.2.4 Attack between mobile agent platform and a mobile agent 

The possible ways for these type of attacks will be accessing the agent’s data (for example 

reading confidential data, private keys) or manipulating the collected data, accessing the 

agent’s code and/or workflow: Reading the migration path or the algorithms; permanently or 

temporarily changing the agent’s behavior for the benefit of the malicious agency or to 

damage other agencies [20], delaying or even denying the agent’s execution. 

 

 Cut-and-Paste attack 
The agency cuts data items from the agent and pastes it into a new agent. If this data is 

encrypted, the agent can migrate to the agency where a decryption is possible and come back 

with the decrypted data. 

2.3 Technical solutions 

The following are the counter measures that are used to successfully defend against attacks 

for the mobile agent based platforms as pointed by [27, 9].  

 

 Digital signatures and certificates: 
 A mechanism called digital signatures is used to make the communication between the 

agents and the agent platforms secured.  

 Central management of access permissions:                                                 
This solution usually works on the platform end of the mobile agent based systems. The 

main idea in this is to use an agent based security mechanism and manage the permissions of 

the respective agent using the platform thus making the security and permissions of the 

agents centralized. 
 Sandbox: 

Every agent is executed in a secure environment and any access to anything outside this 

environment is strictly controlled by a security manager. 

 Secure communication channels: 
 A secured communication channel is provided for the communication of the two mobile 

agent based platforms, thus preventing the possibility of causing attacks. 
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 Encryption: 
Using encryption as a counter measure can be classified into two types based on the usage of 

the encryption technique as a countermeasure for mobile agent security and is mentioned 

below [23].  

 

 Using Encrypted Data: 
Encrypted data is used to secure the communications between the agent and agent based 

platform. An agreement is made about the keys and encryption mechanisms between the 

sender and receiver (typically depends on the mechanism being public or private). There by 

securing the data by making only a legitimate user to be able to perform the 

encryption/decryption computations. Some of the security solutions based on this model are 

introduced in [15, 22]. 

 

 Using Encrypted functions: 
In this category the code modules that the mobile agents can execute are made secured by 

encrypting them, so that only the legitimate agents are used to execute the code modules. 

The host /agent platform executes the operations without need to decrypt the encrypted 

functions. And finally in this case if the code is being executed by an illegitimate 

platform/host; even though the host is able to see the code embedded in the mobile agent in 

the form of plain text but it is unable to execute the code because it is unable to understand 

the encrypted functions and only the legitimate ones is allowed to do so. The existing 

technique used for this is Privacy Homomorphism which is described in detail in [22], and 

the details about the encryption levels are explained in detail in [5]. 

 

 Using traditional Cryptography: 
In this technique the source and the receiver uses the standard cryptographic techniques to 

safeguard the data against the malicious agents as well as hosts. In this case the keys are kept 

secret and the processing should be ensured to be done in an isolated environment.  

Even in this case if the mobile agents are allowed to be executed in untrusted / unsecured 

platforms the guarantees for correct execution are possible. A possible solution for this is 

given in [9] which is popularly termed as Mixed-Multiplicative Homomorphic encryption 

scheme. 

The categorization of the attacks in the mobile agent domain is summarized in the table 

below: 

 

Table 1: Categorization of attacks and counter measures in mobile agent 

domain. 
Type of Attack  Active Attacks Passive 

attacks 

Counter 

Measures 

[29][23]. 

Mobile agent 

attacked by 

another agent 

Denial Of Service  

Un authorized access 

Cut and Paste Attack. 

Repudiation  

Masquerade 

1. Encryption 

 

2.Digital 

Signatures. 

 

3.Central 

Management of 

Access 

Permissions. 

 

4. Sandbox 

 

5.Secured 

Communication 

Channels 

Mobile agent 

attacked by the 

host 

 

Denial of service 

Alteration 

Copy and Replay 

Repudiation  

Masquerade 

Host Attacked by 

mobile agents 

Denial of service 

Unauthorized access 

Masquerade 

Host attacked by 

external parties 

including hosts 

and agents. 

Unauthorized access 

Denial of service 

Masquerade 
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2.4 Studying the performance of the Mobile Agent based 

Security mechanisms 

Implementing an effective intrusion detection capability is an elusive goal, however security 

in mobile agent technology goes a long way toward realizing the ideal behavior desired in an 

Intrusion Detection System (IDS) and has the following shortcomings. Implementing an 

effective intrusion detection capability is an elusive goal, however the term “efficient” for a 

mobile agent based security mechanism has to be interpreted in broader sense and is often 

countered by a number of conflicting factors. Currently the mobile agent based intrusion 

detection mechanisms are facing the following shortcomings as pointed by [8]. 

          Lack of Efficiency:  

Agent based security mechanisms are often heavy and require a hectic processing of real 

time data which is diversified. Hence processing such data by the current intrusion detection 

mechanisms requires lot of time space and are less efficient which may lead to a slow down 

of the process or sometimes may even drop the illegitimate packets. 

          Highest number of false positives:  
There is high number of false positives for an Intrusion detection system to raise false alarms 

while processing the real time data. 

 Limited Response Capabilities: 
Current IDS mechanisms are not able to respond to other events while processing the data. 

 

 No generic building methodology:  
There is no generic building methodology defined till date that has to be followed for 

constructing IDS. 

 

 High Speed Communications: 
 Communication is often a challenge when you employ IDS in large networks. 

 

 Breadth of attacks: 
 IDSs are open to more number of attacks when employed in the public environments or in 

large networks. 

 

 Vulnerability to deception: 
 All the IDS’s are designed to process the network packets based on the IP protocol layer 

stack and hence they are more vulnerable to deception. 

 

 Vulnerability to Direct attacks: 
 Since the IDS’s rely on the hierarchical components they are more susceptible to attacks 

directly. 

2.5  Related Work 

2.5.1 Performance Comparison of the Agent based security 

mechanisms 

The performance of the mobile agents can be studied in three ways [17] by analysis, 

simulation and experimentation. Many steps had been taken to cast forward into the mobile 

agent domain for studying the security in detail for all the possible ways of research study 

i.e., analytical evaluation [1], by simulation and modeling [17] and also experimental 

evaluation [12, 24, 3, 10, 16]. Our thesis is related to the study and follows the experimental 
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evaluation of the security mechanism for the mobile agents. For studying the performance of 

the security mechanism for the mobile agents this thesis concentrates on the problem of 

capturing the intruder in a network of agents. Initially a literature study is made about the 

security mechanisms and the selected method is implemented. The implemented mechanisms 

are then subjected to controlled experiments. From the experiments the factors of interest 

like the efficiency and the response time are calculated and collected for varying number of 

agents. The results thus obtained from the experiments are used to study the performance of 

the mechanism by comparing two different quantitative values like the response time with 

the efficiency of the mechanism. The experiments for the implemented mechanisms are done 

in two steps as mentioned below: 

 

Step 1: A simple echo service is implemented for the selected security mechanism and 

integrated with that security mechanism. The time taken for the validation of the requests is 

calculated in terms of the response time for the security mechanism. 

Step 2: This experiment is performed for increasing number of clients and the response times 

for the security mechanism along with the overhead is also calculated for the selected 

mechanism. 

2.6  Summary  

This chapter presents a basic idea about the agent based security, its architecture and the 

issues related to the agent based security. Also presents the literature review about the agent 

based security models and their advantages. 
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3  PROBLEM DEFINITION/GOALS 

3.1 Purpose of the study  

The main intention of the research is to study the performance of the agent based security 

mechanism by comparing the factors like response time and efficiency. The comparison of 

the models is based on the empirical values obtained as a result of the experiment conducted 

for the purpose of intrusion capturing being implemented as part of the agent based security 

mechanism. The response time and efficiency of an intrusion capturing mechanism differs 

based on the mechanism selected for the study and depends on many factors [17]. The 

purpose of the study is to answer the problems faced by the successful deployment of the 

agent based security mechanism by the network security community in the form of the 

research questions as presented in later sections. 

3.2  Challenges 

This thesis uses an agent based security mechanism to study the performance and for this the 

factors like the response time and efficiency of the agent based security mechanism towards 

the intrusion detection and capturing are compared. The use of these two independent 

metrics for the comparison is because of the challenges faced by the security community. 

These metrics can efficiently be used to answer the performance bottle necks associated with 

the agent based security mechanism. As per the short comings mentioned in the chapter -2 

the following challenges are drawn for this study: 

 

 All the metrics for the agent based security mechanism are based on the estimations 

of certain factors like environment, topology, number of nodes etc. There is very less 

empirical evidence and do not hold much in order to identify the practical 

bottlenecks to study the performance of the agent based security mechanism. 

 

 The performance requirements of an agent based security mechanism are often 

conflicting in terms of the response time and efficiency. An optimality or tradeoff 

need to be achieved for an agent based security mechanism in order to make it 

successful.  

 

 Requirements for an agent based security mechanism often need sophisticated 

empirical models to be defined rather than analytical models and for calculating the 

development metrics [17].  

3.3  Goals and objectives 

The study of the security mechanism for the mobile agents in this study establishes some 

important goals that help in defining the standards for development of the security module 

for mobile agents. Here are the objectives and goals of the study:  

 

 The main goal of the study is to empirically measure the performance of a mobile 

agent based security mechanism for improving the security of mobile agent solution.  

 To characterize the issues related to the performance of the security mechanism in 

the mobile agents environment. 

 To identify the model specific barriers that will effect the performance of the 

security mechanism for mobile agents. 
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3.4 Problem statement and Research Questions  

Agent based security mechanisms tend to use the diverse models to develop applications that 

authenticate the legitimate users. Such security mechanism can often be employed in the 

network security domain and are designed to be effective and scalable. The problem is that 

which model to use for implementing the security mechanism? A number of agent based 

security mechanisms that follow different models exist in the network security. The models 

are categorized based on several factors like their working environment, the type of the 

topology (ring, mesh, star and so-on), and the type of applications they are going to deal 

with, the level of performance they can provide and so-on. But however, the aim of each 

model is to improve the performance, efficiency and correctness of the applications running 

using the selected agent based models. All the three goals mentioned above are very 

important and are also conflicting for an agent based security model. This is because of the 

dependency of the models on the above mentioned factors. It is hard to define the best model 

for all kinds of problems because of the conflicting goals the security mechanism has to 

satisfy. In general the security model must satisfy at least the following factors: 

 Be independent of the number of nodes in the network.  

 Support rich set of users.  

 Support proven styles of performance factors.  

 

The following research questions are intuitive in order to answer the research challenges 

addressed above. 

 

 What is the state-of-the-art in the mobile agent based security mechanisms? 

 

 What is the round trip time of the security mechanism under varying network 

parameters? 

 

 What are the factors effecting the security mechanism when considered the 

round trip time vs. packet loss or unidentified packets? 

 

3.4.1  Problem focus 

The main problem investigated in this thesis is to study the performance of mobile agent 

based security mechanism from the perspective of the response time and efficiency offered 

by that mechanism. 

The problem being investigated for this thesis is confined to the intrusion detection by the 

mobile agents and is based on the concept proposed by [26]. In general intrusion detection 

can be normally based on anomalies or misuses or signatures.  In the former case the 

intrusion detection systems uses statistics maintained by using the information noted based 

on the activities related to the resources or systems of interest. In general activities are 

recorded whenever a remarkably abnormal thing had happened in the system, where as in the 

latter case the misuse intruder detection or signature based detection, the intrusion detection 

system uses specific patterns known as signatures to identify the abnormal activity in the 

system [14]. For a successful intrusion detection and capturing no single model of the above 

two models is sufficient and necessary. It’s also required to have both the models for 

efficient filtering of illegitimate data. These existing methods use systems audit records, 

network packet data or any other observable activity to recognize the false information. The 

main trend in intrusion detection as pointed by [26] is not detecting all the intrusions 

efficiently but toward detecting almost all the intrusions precisely. This thesis is based on the 

intrusion detection agent mechanism which detects the intruders using the mobile agents. 

This mechanism is proposed by [26] and is based on detecting many of the intrusions 
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efficiently rather than detecting many of the intrusions precisely. This mechanism is 

converse to the traditional mechanism.    

3.4.2 Differences with respect to the studies proposed by [26] 

Even though the performance study for the detection through agent mechanism is already 

done, there are certain issues that this thesis differs for that study. 

 The study proposed in [26] is valid for a wide range of architectures, but currently 

very less evidence is available regarding the performance study and the efficiency of 

this mechanism for various architectures.  

 Also in this study, the performance of the mechanism is studied only for the local 

attacks in the system. In such sort of attacks the attacker is usually an authorized 

entity that is capable of injecting false modules in the system and there by modifying 

the resources of his interest. But in this thesis we concentrate mainly on the remote 

type of attacks. 

 The study proposed in [26] is limited only to the efficiency, where as in this thesis 

the study is all about the comparison of response time with respect to the efficiency 

of the mechanism.                   

3.5 Expected Outcome 

The main outcome of the thesis is to study the performance of the security mechanism for 

mobile agent solutions. The results obtained from the comparison done in this study acts as a 

hand-on report about the performance of the security mechanism implemented for mobile 

agents, can be further used to improve the security mechanism for the mobile agents.  The 

outcome produced as a result of this study is based on the experimental approach followed to 

study the security mechanism. The expected outcome of the research study is to compare the 

security mechanism for mobile agents in terms of the response time and efficiency and to 

identify the model specific behavior or trade - offs between the response time and efficiency 

with respect to the increasing number of nodes in the network.  

3.6 Summary  

This chapter presents the purpose of the study, the challenges, the problem definition, 

research questions, goals and expected outcomes of the thesis. 
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4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Research Approach 

The research approach used for this thesis is a quantitative study and the study starts with the 

collection of data about the existing mobile agent based security mechanisms. A literature 

study is done as a first step to identify and categorize the state-of -the-art in mobile agent 

based security mechanisms.  The phase of the literature study ends with identifying the 

current challenges in the mobile agent based security mechanisms that can be answered by 

performing research which is useful to both academia and industry. After identifying the 

current challenges the procedure to answer those challenges is designed by selecting any 

mobile agent based security mechanism and executing it quantitatively. While executing the 

experiment the parameters of interest which answers the challenges were closely monitored 

and a data collection is done on the parameters after the experiment. Later the results 

obtained from the experiments are used to analyze and provide the possible conclusions to 

answer the challenges.  

4.1.1 Quantitative Research 

Answering the above research questions (see section 3.5.1) involves conducting quantitative 

research procedures in the concerned field of study. In order to understand how the security 

mechanism's roundtrip time and effects with respect to the increasing number of illegitimate 

packets as well as the increase in the number of nodes for that specific security mechanism, a 

series of controlled human-subject experiments are conducted. The experiments are 

conducted for two different scenarios and for two different cases each (explained in detailed 

in Chapter- 7). These experiments are used to collect data about the factors involved in this 

study and to later evaluate and compare those factors. This research study involves 

answering the research questions drawn from the problem statement as mentioned in 

Chapter-2. All the research questions are drawn with mobile agent based security 

mechanisms into consideration and focuses on comparing the roundtrip time vs number of 

illegitimate packets and round trip time vs number of nodes. The research design followed 

for this study is presented below. 

 

 

Figure 2: Research design. 
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For answering the research question RQ1; a theoretical study is conducted for the literatures 

that is conducted from different sources and are carefully analyzed for identifying the 

challenges associated with security mechanisms in this specific area. The outcome of this 

research question is a set of existing agent based security mechanisms and the corresponding 

pits and falls of those security mechanisms. This thesis selects a security mechanism of 

interest and the rest of research questions are answered based on this outcome. 

 

During the empirical study the performance measurements are taken and the required 

parameters are calculated. After calculating the results an investigation is done on the 

performance results obtained from the empirical study and are used for the comparison. 

Section 4.2 presents the procedure followed for the calculation of the performance parameter 

and the comparison of the security mechanism, Chapter 8 presents the answer to the RQ1. 

 

Answering the research question RQ2 involves executing the experiments under two 

different cases for two different scenarios. The main aim of these experiments is to 

implement the mechanism practically and to identify the hotspots of the mechanism. This 

involves calculating the roundtrip time results gathered from setup used for the 

implementation as well as subjective measures like the number of illegitimate packets as 

well as number of nodes used in the setup. The empirical study involves coding the 

application for all the mobile agents in that security mechanism and collecting data regarding 

the calculated parameters. The methods for calculating the development time are presented 

in the section 6.4. The outcome of this phase is a set of results that could be used further to 

analyze and make conclusions about the security mechanism. 

 

RQ3. This question can be answered by using the results obtained by the research question 

RQ2. Comparing the results obtained from the experiments from the two perspectives i.e., 

from the performance perspective (round trip time of a security mechanism) and the 

architecture perspective (number of illegitimate packets and nodes) requires a careful 

analysis about the parameters collected in order to answer the RQ3. An investigation is done 

on those experimental results obtained and the comparison is done based on the trade-off 

between these two different factors. The outcome of this research question is a set of 

conclusions drawn from the results depicted pictorially in the form of graphs. Section 6.6 

presents a qualitative description to this question and the answer to this question is presented 

in Chapter-8. 

4.2 Performance Comparison Parameters 

This section presents the detailed information about the parameters that are used for studying 

the performance of the agent based security mechanism. 

4.2.1  Variables 

This study involves collection of data about the variables from the controlled machine-

controlled experiments conducted for the thesis. It is necessary to classify those variables or 

parameters that are involved in the study. As pointed by Creswell [6] the variables in this 

study are identified to be as independent variables and are categorized as shown below: 

 

Execution times - The execution time taken by a mobile agent is the time taken by that agent 

to successfully identify the intruder or the illegitimate packet. The execution times are 

calculated individually for different agents as a mobile agent based security mechanism 

contains more than one agent. 

 

Response times - This parameter is dependent on the individual mobile agent execution times 

which also include the signalling time by the corresponding agent. This means the time taken 
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to identify the intruder plus the time taken to signal the security mechanism about the 

intruder successfully. This parameter uses the execution times of all the agents that are 

employed in the network setup. 

 

Number of Packets- This includes the total number of packets that are used for the simulation 

of the implemented mechanism. The total number of packets constitutes a percentage of 

legitimate packets originating from the source as well as the percentage of illegitimate 

packets originating from the intruder. Since this is a sort of subject controlled environment 

the number of packets used by the selected nodes (intruder and the source) is changed for 

different scenarios to make observations about the factor; varying number of the packets to 

shear test the security mechanism. 

 

Number of Nodes-This includes the total number of nodes that are used for the simulation of 

the implemented mechanism. The total number of nodes constitutes nodes sending legitimate 

packets as well as illegitimate packets. The number of nodes usually is maintained a very 

low number for understanding the complexity in implementing the security mechanism. 

4.3 Instrumentation 

The instrumentation used for this study can be classified depending on the two factors as 

pointed by Wohlin et al. [6]; the objects and the measurement instruments. The Objects used 

in this study are application code probes and activity diaries. The measurement instruments 

are compilers and data recorded from nodes in the network setup used in this experiment. 

The values collected from the experiment are the classified as direct and objective measures 

which include the execution times of the individual agents; from the performance 

perspective which are calculated by the compiler instrument and from the subject parameters 

perspective are the manual data noted in the form of activity dairies. 

 

For calculating the round trip time the code probes are inserted in the implementation which 

will be initiated when the different agents were fired. The time for each individual agent is 

calculated starting from the moment an individual agent is fired and continues till that 

particular agent comes to halt. For the static parameters like number of nodes and number of 

packets the information about these parameters is recorded before the execution of the 

experiment and maintained till the selected number of iterations. 

 

The factors collected from the activity diaries object are identified to be as internal attributes 

collected from the process workflow as part of the development process. All these measures 

mentioned above are categorized into direct and objective measures. But other than these 

parameters another independent and indirect parameter that has to be calculated is the round 

trip time parameter. The roundtrip time parameter is calculated using the execution times 

calculated separately for all the agents. 
 

4.3.1 Scope of the security mechanism for calculating the round trip 

time 
 
The round trip time calculated for the security mechanism implemented in this thesis is used 

to estimate the impact of the number of increasing illegitimate and total packets as well as 

with the number of nodes. This reporting of the round trip time data mentioned above can be 

extracted mainly from four different mobile security agents from three main sources ( as 

presented in chapter-5). The mechanism to calculate the round trip times for each iteration of 

the experiment is by using the values noted for the different agents and for the varying 

number of packets. The impact of the round trip times on the security mechanism for the 
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varying number of nodes and packets is calculated and confined solely based on the 

execution times of different agents of the application. 

4.3.2 Calculating the Execution times of different agents 
 

In this thesis execution time is calculated in three steps. First is to identify the type of the 

agent that is fired when a packet reaches the source system, and the second step is to initiate 

the code probes before starting of the agent and finally conclude the timings by inserting the 

code probe again at the end after the agent dies. 

 

The mechanism to insert the code probes for calculating the execution times of individual 

agents makes use of the underlying compiler libraries to calculate the execution times from 

start up time and the end time based on the values returned by the compiler.  For accuracy 

purposes the same experiment is ran for three times and an average reading is taken from all 

the experiment executions. No optimizations are done from the coding perspective with 

respect to the performance of the code execution. 

4.4 Comparing the roundtrip time with respect to packet 

loss  

The round trip time calculated from the above procedure is used to compare it with the 

relative increase in the number of packets as well as the number of nodes in the network. 

This can be done as follows: Initially an implementation of the mechanism is carried with the 

basic features like the number of agents, the number of parameters to be set for each node 

(which is done statically for each iteration of the experiment) and so-on. The execution times 

as well as the total round trip time is calculated for every successful run of the experiment. 

Execution time is noted in a separate file during the experimentation which is automatically 

written and saved by the code probes. Finally, the dependent measure round trip time for that 

setup is calculated manually and noted in the activity dairies. These round trip times are used 

for comparison of the mechanism with respect to varying parameters. On contrast the round 

trip times that are collected for measuring the performance, the subjects that are noted during 

the experiments are used to perform the comparisons. By the end of the study with the results 

obtained a qualitative comparison is build-up by showing the % of the overall round trip time 

taken for the capturing of an intruder under setup for p number of packets is approximately 

X times the roundtrip time for the same setup under q number of packets maintaining the 

number of nodes n as constant in both the cases. 

4.5 Summary 

This chapter presented the type of the research methodology required for comparing the 

mobile agent based security mechanism. This chapter also described the qualitative study 

about calculating the round trip times and noting the subject parameters like the number of 

nodes as well as the number of packets used for the experiment. 
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5 MOBILE AGENT MECHANISM 
 

This chapter presents in detail about the agent based security mechanism used in the thesis 

for the study of performance for the detection of intruders in the network, the parameters 

used in this study and the procedure for the calculation of those parameters and so-on. 

 

The act of intrusion detection remotely can be categorized into a graph search because the 

internet can be interpreted as a connected graph with all the edges representing a set of 

nodes. There are several variants of the problem. One of the problems is to search the edges 

in the network; in this the search step is to place a searcher on a node, remove the searcher 

from the node and move a searcher along a link. There are two ways in which a 

contaminated link can become clear. In both the cases the searcher traverses the link from 

one end to the other end in the network. A search strategy is a way in which all the links in 

the network can be cleared simultaneously. There are many solutions in which a search 

strategy can be implemented efficiently. But the mechanism used in this thesis follows a 

completely different methodology for detecting intruders and at the same time incurs very 

less overhead for the deployment of the mechanisms in a network topology. 

5.1 The Intrusion Capture and Detection by Agents 

(ICDA) 

This mechanism is proposed by [14], and is based on detecting the many of the intruders 

efficiently rather than detecting many of the intruders precisely. In general conventional 

network intrusion detection systems, each target system transfers its system log to an 

intrusion –detection server, and the server analyzes the entire log in search of intrusions. 

Methods of this kind fall under client/server paradigm. In a large scale network deploying an 

intrusion detection system, network traffic will be extremely high, since the volume of the 

system logs that are routinely transferred is very large, though most of it has information 

related to intrusions. Therefore, this type of intrusion detection system on a large scale 

network does not fulfill its function efficiently. To solve this problem, we adopted a mobile-

agent paradigm in developing detection agent (DA). In this mobile agents autonomously 

migrate to target systems to collect only information related to intrusions, eliminating the 

need to transfer system logs to the server. We can deploy DA on a local area network, the 

protocol of which is TCP/IP. ICDA consists of the following components as explained 

below. 

5.1.1  Manager  

The manager is responsible for analyzing the information gathered by the information 

gathering agents and detects intrusions. It manages the mobile agents and bulletin boards and 

provides an interface between the administrators and the system. The manager accumulates 

and weighs the information entered by the mobile agents on the bulletin board, and if the 

weights exceeds threshold, the manager concludes that an intrusion had occurred. New 

manager resides on each network segment. 

5.1.2 Tracing agents 

Tracing Agent (TA) is the main element in the intrusion tracing and fining the origins of MLSI. It will 

traverse through any compromised intermediate nodes on its way to the source of intrusion. But it 

should never make judgment about whether or not an intrusion occurred. It can migrate to any system 

with DA installed.    
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5.1.3 Sensors 

Sensors continuously monitor the system logs and searches for any MLSIs. It alerts the 

manager by sending signal about MLSI if it finds one and also determines the type of MLSI.  

5.1.4 Information gathering agents 

This agent is mobile and collects information related to a MLSIs from a target system. Each 

time a tracing agent in search of an intruder is fired to a target system across a destined route 

in the network, it activates an information-gathering agent (IGA) in the intermediate node of 

the network. Then the information-gathering agent gathers information depending on the 

type of the MLSI at that node and it reverts to the manager and reports about the information 

collected. 

 

The tracing agent on its way to the intermediate node in the system it will activate another 

information-gathering agent, which will gather information on the next target system. Many 

of the information-gathering agents can be activated by many different tracing agents on the 

same target system. The information gathered by the IGA is useful to decide where the 

intrusion had occurred or not. But IGAs alone is not necessary or sufficient to identify the 

intruder in the network. 

5.1.5  Bulletin Board and Message Board 

The tracing agents and the IGAs normally require a means of communication for exchanging 

information and data. For this purpose the message boards and the bulletin boards are used. 

These are accessed by the tracing agents and the IGAs via the manager. 

 

Each target system maintains its own message boards which will be used by tracing agents 

for exchanging information. By this the tracing agents are made intelligent by providing the 

facility to share information among the tracing agents which will know whether a track 

under its scrutiny has already been traced by other agents or not. Based on this information 

the tracing agents decide where to go. The Bulletin boards normally reside on the manager- 

machine and are used to store information gathered from target systems by information-

gathering agents, as well as for integrating the information gathered about every tracing 

route. 

5.2  Working procedure for the security mechanism 

(ICDA) 

The security mechanism uses the captured data about the route followed by the each packet 

in network from a source node to the destination node in advance. When the sensor module 

detects the MLSI which is a malicious packet on any node in the network. The following 

actions are performed by the victim system [14]: 

1. The sensor module reports the manager about the detected MLSI. The Manager Agent 

dispatches a tracing agent to the target system where the MLSI was detected. 

2. The tracing agent on its path initiates the information gathering agent at the target node or 

the victim node in the network. 

3. The information gathering agent collects information related to the malicious packet 

(MLSI) on the target system. 

4. After activating IGA, the tracing agent investigates for the point of origin at which the 

contamination of network started. It investigates by scrutinizing the network data logs and 

processes running on the system  
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5. IGA enters all its collected information about intrusion on bulletin board. It independently 

migrates to manager to write collated information on Bulletin board.  

6. The tracing agent moves to the next target system on the tracing route, and it activates a 

new information-gathering agent. If the tracing agent arrives at the origin of intrusion it 

means it has nowhere to go. It returns back to manager and notes its information on Bulletin 

board 

The system works the same way every time sensor detects new MLSI. 

5.3 Information Exchange by Agents 

5.3.1 Purpose of the Bulletin Board and the Message Board 

With all the tracing agents being employed in the network it's cumbersome to keep track of 

those agents and it's obscure about which tracing agent followed which route. As a result 

there might occur cycles or loops as part of those agents traversals and for many tracing 

agents it is quite often possible to trace the same intrusion. The manager avoids these 

problems by making use of the message boards. Using message boards, tracing agents 

exchange information with each other regarding their respective pursuits. 

 

The bulletin boards acts as containers of information that is provided by the different IGAs 

as part of their traversal to the allotted routes in the network. It is the responsibility of the 

individual IGA to record its set of information to the bulletin boards by communicating to 

the manager agent. The manager after all the tracing agents finish their roles focusers on the 

information which is not arranged based on the intrusion route. The bulletin boards acts as a 

clear house [14]. 

5.3.2 The Message Board 

As mentioned above the advantage of the message board lies in using them efficiently to 

reduce the number of steps taken by the tracing agent in order to race the intruder. This is in 

turn useful to prevent cycles in the network made which will be made by the agents if not 

followed. The procedure followed by the tracing agent is as mentioned below in the figure 

[2]. The origin point for the initiation of the procedure is where exactly the MLSI is detected. 

 

Consider the scenario like a network with the following four nodes A, B, C and D and the 

typical route followed by the user P's packet from the source A to D is from A- > B->C->D. 

User P compromises the systems and MLSIs are detected on targets A and B respectively. 

The sensors of D and B report to the manager independently, and the manager dispatches 

tracing agents to both the target nodes D and B. The tracing agent Dag graph traces 

intrusions in the following order: D->C->B->A. On the other hand for the Bag traces in the 

following order B->A. The two agent’s tracings therefore overlap on B->A. 
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Figure 3: Overlapping of tracing Agents. 
 

The tracing agents determine their paths and destinations by use of a message board as 

explained below. 

1. A tracing agent, which is dispatched to a target system, uses the process ID and user ID to 

trace a process that has left a MLSI. 

2. If the tracing agent detects that the user who has left MLSIs logs onto the target system 

remotely, then the agent determines its destination from information about the user's login 

session.  

3. After determining the destination Tracing agent checks the message board for any 

information. If the particular user information is not registered in message board then 

Tracing agent enters the information and moves to next node. 

4. The information on the message board about particular user means a Tracing agent is on 

pursuit, so it returns to manager.    

5. If Tracing agent reaches the origin of intrusion it return back to manager, if not it repeats 

the above steps until it does.  

The list below describes the information entered by tracing agents on the target system 

message board in order to avoid trace overlapping. 

 

 Name of the following system 

 Process ID in the following system 

 Time stamp when the user logs onto the target system 

 Process ID leaving the MLSI, or the name of the target system where the tracing 

agent begins the trace 

 Tracing agent's ID 

 Time stamp when the agent begins the trace 

 

If the tracing agent decides to discontinue a trace, it enters its ID and the time stamp on the 

message board. In this case, when the agent returns to the manager, it brings a log of its 
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tracing route and the reason for its return. There are three possible reasons for a tracing 

agent's return. 

 It cannot trace an intrusion because ICDA is not installed the following system, etc. 

 The system is the origin of the intrusion. 

 Another agent is tracing or has traced the intrusion. 

If it turns out that another agent is tracing or has traced the intrusion, the tracing agent in 

question also brings the agent's ID and the name of the following system to the manager. 

5.3.3 Integration of information by the Manager 

The main advantage of this type of security mechanism is in making use of the information 

that is being collected by the IGA after sensing an malicious packet of data MLSI. This data 

gathered by the information gathering agents is used by the manager agent and is later used 

to identify the intruder in the network. The manager does this by using the information 

gathered by the Information gathering agents. This information analyzed by the manager 

constitutes each individual as well as the information of all the IGAs that followed the same 

route. The manager agent loops the steps as mentioned below for identifying the intruder 

from the accumulated data by the IGAs. 

 

1. The individual IGA that is initiated by the tracing agent normally follows an independent 

route to traverse in the network ads part of filtering the intruder. After finishing the traversal 

and collecting the information, the particular IGA reverts to the manager agent and extracts 

the information from the message boards by interacting with the manager agent. 

 

2.  If the message boards are found to be empty then this is the first agent to record the 

information gathered from the route and records the information that it has gathered during 

the traversal of its designated route. When the information is recorded the manager agent 

weighs that information and evaluates it. 

 

3.  If the message boards are not empty this means there is already information recorded 

from the previous IGAs initiated by the same tracing agent. The individual IGA enters its 

information to the message boards after the last IGA that recorded its information. The order 

of the information recorded in the bulletin boards is based on the order which the tracing 

agents initiated the IGAs are arrived and the data that is recorded at each stage is appended 

to other agents information. 

 

After this instant the manager again evaluates the information accumulated in the appended 

information list, and decides whether an intrusion has occurred. Thus, information gathered 

by IGAs activated in the same tracing agent will be integrated into a single set of information 

in the order it was found along the intrusion-route.  

 

The final step followed by the manager is to integrate the information that is collected by all 

IGAs for all the routes. Consider the scenario with two Tracing agents A and B and after 

initiating the IGAs and at some instant of time if the tracing agent A communicates with the 

tracing agent B about the intrusion and notifies the manager module about the tracing agent 

B. Later the tracing agent A appends the list of information gathered by the previous IGAs 

that it activated (A's information-list) to B's information-list. As a result, the two 

information-lists will be integrated, and the manager again evaluates all information from the 

accumulated data or information-list after the job of all the tracing agents (A as well as B) is 

done. 

 

The information entered by information-gathering agents in the bulletin board on the 

manager is as follows.  

 ID of the tracing agent 
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 The name of the target system where information was gathered 

 The name of the target system preceding the target where information was gathered 

 Information gathered on the target system. 

 

From the information integrated, the manager is now able to figure out the intruder easily if 

the integrated information is continuous as mentioned in the graph or map in the source 

system easily. 
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6 EXPERIMENTAL CASE STUDY 

This chapter presents the experimental procedure that is followed for the performance study 

of the mobile agent based security mechanism. Security is the fundamental requirement for 

securing the resources in the web. For agents and agent platforms, some countermeasures 

against the security threats should be implemented to protect agents against the outside 

network and to protect platforms against unauthorized access. The common security 

countermeasures related to the agent-based system should include: 

1) Authentication mechanism to allow the mutual authentication of agent platforms and 

agents to verify their identities 

2) Authorization to allow agents to access the platform resources 

3) Data integrity and confidentiality during transmission. 

 

A framework is considered good, if the framework provides a secure execution environment 

for both the agent and the agent platform, and the system should be impervious to common 

security threats described above. A framework is considered fair, if the framework addresses 

some security issues and poor, if the framework fails to provide countermeasures against the 

common security threats [1]. 

6.1 Experiment Design 

A frame work is designed that describes a procedure to test the selected mobile agent based 

security mechanism empirically to evaluate the model against the research questions 

identified in the chapter 3. Table 2 presents the frame work designed for this chapter. This is 

a generic frame work and is used to study the family of agent based mechanisms. The model 

used in this study is based on [16]. The experimental methodology involves implementing 

the four different types of mobile agents which collectively constitute the agent based 

security mechanism posed by [16]. The four different types of agents implemented for the 

experimental case study are Information gathering agent, Tracing agent, Manager agent and 

Monitoring agent as shown in the figure 2. Implementation is done for these four agents and 

a data collection is made on these agents individually where the timings obtained for each 

individual agent is used collectively for calculating the total response time of the security 

mechanism. The collected data is then analyzed and validated against the research questions. 

The results thus obtained are used to compare the mobile agent based security mechanism in 

terms of the response time and number of packets with respect to the increasing number of 

agents.  The agent based mechanism is selected for the empirical case study is in order to 

answer the challenges posed in the above research questions. The types of agents 

investigated in this study are based on the agent mechanism that is having an extensive 

research importance. 
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Table 2: Design Framework 

Number of nodes chosen for the study  Agents implemented 

2- nodes Information Gathering Agent (for only 1 

node). 

Monitoring Agent (for only 1 node). 

Manager agent (for only 1 node). 

Tracing agent (for only 1 node). 

4-nodes Information Gathering Agent (for only 1 

node). 

Monitoring Agent (for only 1 node). 

Manager agent (for only 1 node). 

Tracing agent (for only 1 node). 

 

The setup required for executing the experiments is shown below in table 3. The 

implementations mentioned in the above framework are only used to take the execution 

times and output values which are used to calculate the total response time of the security 

mechanism. For correctness and accuracy purposes, this experiment is ran for fixed number 

of times and the average of all the timings is taken in order to calculate the response time of 

the security mechanism.  All the codes are written purely in C/Objective - c and tested for 

network of sizes two nodes and four nodes. The implementation platform used for the study 

is a Mac OS X version 10.6.3.  All codes are written in C, the size of the code for each agents 

ranges in between 700 to 1000 lines.  While all the codes are written to run on this 

architecture, none of them are optimized to take advantage of the architecture, as the 

platform specific optimization can be readily used by the agent based libraries automatically 

for performance. The experimental setup is mentioned in the table below: 

 

Table 3: The empirical study setup. 

Programming language  C/Objective-c 

Type of security mechanism Mobile agent based. 

Number of Agents 4 

Code Size  700 -1000 SLOC 

Platform Mac OS X 

Version 10/06/03 

No of Nodes  2,4 

 
Motivations behind selecting the environmental setup 

 The implementation language is selected based on the availability of the agent based 

libraries in the specific platform. 

 The Platform for the setup is selected based on the fact that the selected platform 

(i.e., Mac OS X) is dynamic in architecture. Also there are already simulators like 

swarm simulator [31] developed in objective-c and Mac OS X is available for these 

sort of problems. 
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6.1.1 Implementation Work flow 

The subject selected for the study is implementation methodology for formulating a thesis in 

the concerned field of study based on the experimental results obtained. The implementation 

is made simple in order to cope up with the deadlines and is projected from the academic 

perspective. This is because implementing the agent based security mechanism is dependent 

on many factors like   the skill of the developer, the complexity of the mechanism and so-on.  

To study the performance of the mechanism mentioned above an implementation approach is 

followed, where will need to implement the components for the selected mobile agent based 

security mechanism initially a rapid prototype development approach is followed and later 

any modifications that has to be done are made on those components and a phase of testing is 

done to ensure the correct functionality is implemented. 

 

The implementation of the agents is carried out in steps. Initially an in-depth study of the 

mechanism and the related agents is done and the agents that have to be implemented are 

noted. In the second step the selected agents are implemented and the experiment is executed 

with network of 2 – nodes and 4- nodes. The number of the nodes in the network is selected 

solely because of keeping the experiment simple and later the measurements obtained for all 

the agents are gathered for the further analysis. Since implementing and running the 

experiment for the agent based mechanisms with this sort of problems is hard and also a time 

consuming one, therefore the choice of experimentation for this study is limited to only two 

and four nodes and the results can be generalized to more number of nodes easily using 

interpolation of the results obtained. The implementation of the agents are tackled by 

dividing the problem definition into individual or cooperative tasks and each are individually 

coded and at some point of time are used to include interactions between the tasks. A 

standard procedure is followed for implementing the agent formulations selected for this 

study. This also involves the dependency on the agent based libraries available for the 

selected platform. 

6.2 Intruder detection 

This section presents the procedure that is followed for the detection of intruders by the 

mobile agents in the network. The goal of the mechanism is to identify the illegitimate 

packets in the network with maximum accuracy. On the other dimension this accuracy is 

monitored with respect to the other independent factor like the total response time of the 

mechanism. Since this thesis follows the implementation of the agent based security 

mechanism, the evaluation of the security mechanism is made very direct in such a way by 

keeping the implementation simple. The main subjects used for the study are classified as 

basically the legitimate packets and the illegitimate packets. The illegitimate packets are the 

ones which  are simply spoofed   IP packets which are capable of calling the echo request by 

migrating in the network, where as the legitimate ones are capable of replying to the source 

node by calling the echo reply function and sending the reply signal to the source.  The 

illegitimate packets are the ones that have to be identified and not served as per the concept. 

The mechanism used here is typically categorized into the agent based anomaly detection as 

pointed by [12]. In this type of mechanism the underlying hosts in the network are utilized to 

initiate the agents. These agents pass through the nodes and used to filter the information 

stored in each node (like the pertinent data stored in the bulletin boards and message boards 

as mentioned in the mechanism used in this study) and used to trace back the intruder in the 

network. 

The procedure for this attack mainly consists of the following steps. 

 

 Register the nodes with one node as a master node and the other nodes as slave 

nodes. 

 Deploy the Master node, and the slave nodes to a configurable number. 
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 Generate the illegitimate packets randomly. 

 Send and Receiving the network packets (could be a mix of illegitimate and 

legitimate packets) from one fixed source node to the other. 

 Operate the security mechanism at the receiver agent for a fixed time period. 

6.2.1 Registering the nodes in the network 

This section presents the procedure to register the nodes in the network as part of the 

network setup.  For registering a node in the network the parameters like the number of 

nodes, the list of node objects and the identification number for the master node are taken. 

Each node in the node list or the node array is processed and is categorized into one master 

node and the remaining nodes are slave nodes. The master node is initialized with the agents 

like the information gathering agent, tracing agent and apart from the agents the master node 

is capable of initializing the following functionalities like the message boards and bulletin 

boards. On the contrary the slave nodes are used only for initializing the message boards and 

bulletin boards functionalities only. The following is the pseudo code for setting up the nodes 

in the network. 

 

procedure SetUp-Node(numberOfNodes, node_array nodeList, node master_node) 

/*This implementation takes in an array of nodes, represented as preset node number and a 
list of nodes, with a master node and a slave node. 
*/ 

  { 

   for each node n in nodeList: 

       if n is master then 

 { 

    //call the node as receiver node and initialize all the agent     

//modules here. 

    initializeInformationGatheringAgent(); 

    initializeTracingAgent(); 

    //typically a file that is opened every time when a packet     // hops in and 

records information about that packet. 

    initializeBulletinBoard(); 

    initializeMessageBoard(); 

 } 

       else 

 { 

   //call the node as a slave node and perform the slave specific    

//initializations common to all the nodes. 

     initializeBulletinBoard(); 

    initializeMessageBoard(); 

 } 

} 

 

Figure 4: procedure for node setup. 

6.2.2 Deploy the Master node, and the slave nodes to a configurable 

number 

Deploying the master node and the slave nodes in the network need the settings for both sort 

of nodes to be done properly which includes the agents for master node and the variable 

parameters (for both the master node and the slave nodes) like the nodes which has to be 

connected by the master node, the information about those slave nodes and so-on. 
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6.2.3 Generate the illegitimate packets randomly 

The illegitimate packets used for the experiment are generated at random positions by each 

node except the master node. These random positions are calculated based on the variable of 

illegitimate packets that has to be generated with respect to the total number of packets used 

in the simulation (i.e., the total number of packets generated(both legitimate and illegitimate 

packets) by each slave node is P/(n-1). Where P is the total number of packets used for the 

simulation time and n-1 is the total number of slave nodes). The pseudocode for the random 

packet generation is mentioned below: 

procedure: (totalNumberOfNodes, totalNumberOfPackets, Node node) 

{ 

   slaveNodes = totalNumberOfNodes – 1; 

   random_PacketNumber =   generatePacketNumberForNode(totalNumberOfPackets, 

slaveNodes) 

   data = generateIllegitimatePacket(Node node, random_PacketNumber) 

   packetNumber =  random_PacketNumber; 

   return random_packet 

} 

 

Figure 5: procedure for random number generator. 
 

 

 

6.2.4 Send and Receiving the network packets 

The experiment uses the send and receive routines to send the packets to the source node 

and receive packets from the source node. Throughout the experiment the source node is 

capable of sending and receiving the packets to/from different nodes, but the slave nodes are 

only capable of sending the packets to the source nodes/master node. 
 
Following is the pseudocode for the operation procedure for the implementation and 

simulation of the mechanism. 

 

 

 

while(timedOut) 

 { 

                           //time is measured in seconds. 

        if(timeCount <= simulationTime) 

       { 

               //receive the packets 

                  // process the received packets. 

        // initiate the corresponding agents. 

        // take the necessary action. 

        } 

 else 

 { 

               timedOut = FALSE; 

 } 

} 
 

Figure 6: master thread procedure. 
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 while(timedOut) 

 { 

                          //time is measured in seconds. 

        if(timeCount <= simulationTime) 

       { 

               //send packets to the source node. 

       //receive the packets 

       // process the received packets. 

       //record the information about the received packets. 

        } 

  

Figure 7: slave thread procedure. 
 

Figure for the operation of security mechanism is presented below: 
 

 
Figure 8: operation of security mechanism [16] 
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Figure 9: Security mechanism sequence. 

 

 

6.3 Experiment Execution 

The execution of the experiment consists of mainly two-steps. In the first step the agents are 

implemented and the experiment is ran for a network populated with two nodes. Where as in 

the second phase the same setup is used but here the network is populated with four nodes. 

For both the phases all the information related to the agents like the execution times, total 

response time and the number of packets generated in the whole duration of the experiment 

is collected. As a last resort the readings obtained are passed to data analysis and validation. 

6.4 Data Analysis and Validation 

The study involves few data items to be collected from the experiments conducted above. 

This data that has to be analyzed and validated can be categorized into quantitative factors. 

Table 4 shows the data that has to be collected from the measurement objects mentioned in 

above section. All the data collected from the empirical study are identified as direct 

measures as pointed by [6]. 
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Table 4: Data collection and measurement objects 

Parameter 2-nodes 4-nodes 

Time taken for IGA   

Time Taken for MoA   

Time Taken for MA   

Time Taken for TA   

Total Response Time 

(IGA(t) + TA(t)+ MA(t) 

+MoA(t) ) 

  

Total Number of Packets   

Total Number of 

Legitimate Packets     

  

Total Number of 

illegitimate packets 

  

percentage of  Packets 

identified by the agents 

  

Percentage of unidentified   

 

6.4.1 Validity 

During the collection of data, there may be a chance that the data for the experiment does not 

meet the requirements of the experiment (i.e. Applications with poor quality which caused by 

the occasional bad coding of the dwarfs using less efficient routines etc.). As a result, a 

validity check must be done on the data collected. This includes all the data collected from 

the experiment. For validating of the response time data the absolute scale is used where the 

measurement obtained from the execution of the mechanism is selected or rejected solely 

based on comparing the calculated value against a notable value for all the agents. And the 

data related to the number of packets being accepted or rejected is validated based on that 

packet's status as noted in the message boards as mentioned in the mechanism. These values 

are collected as a whole after the execution of the mechanism. If any of the agents fail to 

satisfy the desired performance again a code review is done and the necessary changes are 

made at wherever necessary. Also in this case the response times are altered and the old ones 

are replaced by the newer results. 

6.5 Examining the output 

Testing the mechanism is quite challenging, examining the output include the results 

collected after the execution of each agent separately. For verifying the overall correctness of 

the algorithm, the data that is collected about the individual packets and agents is used. This 

data can be seen in the form of files which were written to by the Information gathering 

agents, Manager agents and Tracing agents, and are maintained in the form of the bulletin 

boards at all the nodes separately. The data collected by individual agents need to be verified. 

This can be done using the selection of small test cases to ensure that the agent works for 

small and dummy data sizes. Later the agents are adapted for real time data. The experiment 

is executed for fixed input size and for a fixed amount of time. For 2-nodes the simulation 

time is 30 minutes and for 4-nodes the simulation time is 60 minutes to get notable 

performance measurements; after ensuring the correct execution of the application. The 

execution times noted are used to calculate the total response time required for the 

comparison of the model. 
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6.6 Evaluation 

Upon completion of these two approaches, we need to show how the security component 

performs in case when deployed in the real time environment. A very plain approach is 

followed to evaluate the performance of the mechanism by just taking the measurements 

about the parameters of interest with respect to the increasing number of agents. The results 

obtained from the experimental study for evaluating the performance are explained in detail 

in chapter 7 and chapter 8. 
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7 RESULTS 

This section presents the results obtained by implementing the mobile agent security 

mechanism. The results for this section are classified into two categories based on the 

network configurations. The first network configuration contains a set of mobile agents with 

a common access point and the second network configuration contains a set of mobile agents 

without a common access point (Ad-hoc network).The mobile agent security mechanism is 

test ran for two different populations in the network as part of the experimental setup. One 

sort of population contains a network with only two nodes and the other set of nodes contain 

four nodes. These different experimental setups are maintained to study the performance of 

the model from the perspective for scalability of the application. The results obtained from 

the experimental study are mentioned below. The results are collected for the mobile agent 

security mechanism for all the agents as a whole in the network with respect to the number 

of the packets initiated or traversed through the network. These packets also include the 

illegitimate ones. For each simulation run the numbers of the illegitimate packets included 

are 5% of the total number of the packets traversed in the network. All the illegitimate 

packets are included at random number positions and for a two node network and setup 1 - 
for the mobile agents with a common access point the illegitimate packets are initiated by 

both the nodes in the network where the security mechanism reins at the common access 

point and same is the case for the four node population of setup 1. For the setup 2 - for the 
mobile agents without a common access point the illegitimate packets are initiated by nodes 

in random the network where the security mechanism is induced and runs at the predefined 

fixed nodes in the network which plays the role of the access point but at the same time 

sends and receives the packets and same is the case for the four node population of setup 2. 

7.1 For a Setup with 2 nodes 

7.1.1 Setup 1 - mobile agents with a common access point. 
 
The results obtained for the setup are shown below: 

 

Table 5: results from mobile agents with a common access point with 2 nodes. 
Number of 

nodes 

Total 

number of 

packets 

Total 

Number of 

illegitimate 

packets 

Total 

simulation 

time 

(minutes) 

Time 

Taken to 

identify the 

Individual 

Intruded 

Packets 

Number of 

Unidentified 

Intruded 

Packets. 

2 1000 50 30 0.88 sec 7 

2 1000 100 30 2.12 sec 18 

2 1000 150 30 2.96 sec 34 

2 1000 200 30 3.24 sec 47 

2 1000 250 30 5.40 sec 73 

 

From the table 5 it is clear that as the number of illegitimate packets increases the time taken 

for processing the packets increases as well as the number of unidentified packets also 

increases. The increase in processing time is basically because of the information gathering 

agent and the bulletin boards where the information gathering agent collects all the 

information about all the packets traversed through the common access point or terminal 

agent.  
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Initially for this setup with the total number of packets being 1000 and the total number of 

illegitimate packets being 5% of the total number of transferred packets, the time taken for 

the security mechanism to identify the individual illegitimate packet is approximately 0.88 

seconds and the total number of filtered packets by the security mechanism is 43 which is 

86% of the total intruded packets. Whereas for a 10% increase in the number of introduced 

illegitimate packets of the total number of transferred packets, the time taken for the security 

mechanism to identify the individual illegitimate packet is approximately 2.12 seconds and 

the total number of filtered packets by the security mechanism are 82 which is 82% of the 

total intruded packets. Similarly for a 15%increase in the number of introduced illegitimate 

packets of the total number of transferred packets, the time taken for the security mechanism 

to identify the individual illegitimate packet is approximately 2.96 seconds and the total 

number of filtered packets by the security mechanism is 116 which is approximately 77.3% 

of the total intruded packets. Again for a 20%increase in the number of introduced 

illegitimate packets of the total number of transferred packets, the time taken for the security 

mechanism to identify the individual illegitimate packet is approximately increases to 3.24 

seconds and the total number of filtered packets by the security mechanism is 153 which is 

approximately 76.5% of the total intruded packets. Finally for a 25% increase in the number 

of introduced illegitimate packets of the total number of transferred packets, the time taken 

for the security mechanism to identify the individual illegitimate packet is approximately 

5.40 seconds and the total number of filtered packets by the security mechanism is 117 

which is approximately 74.8% of the total intruded packets. 

7.1.2 Setup2 - mobile agents without a common access point. 
 

Table 6: results from mobile agents without a common access point with 2 nodes. 
Number of 

nodes 

Total 

number of 

packets 

Total 

Number of 

illegitimate 

packets 

Total 

simulation 

time 

(minutes) 

Time Taken 

to identify 

the 

Individual 

Intruded 

Packets 

Number of 

Unidentified 

Intruded 

Packets. 

2 1000 50 30 1.79 sec 9 

2 1000 100 30 2.67 sec 21 

2 1000 150 30 3.30 sec 39 

2 1000 200 30 4.45 sec 51 

2 1000 250 30 5.81 sec 78 

 

Above table presents the results of the same mobile agent security mechanism for the setup 

2. From the results it is clear that the processing times as well as the number of filtered 

packets increased compared to the setup 1. This increase in performance factors is due to the 

lack of the common access point as in the setup 1 where there is some over head incurred in 

the network transmissions and identifying the legitimate packets in the network.  

 

Initially for this setup with the total number of packets being 1000 and the total number of 

illegitimate packets being 5% of the total number of transferred packets, the time taken for 

the security mechanism to identify the individual illegitimate packet is approximately 1.79 

seconds and the total number of filtered packets by the security mechanism is 41 which is 

approximately 82% of the total intruded packets. Whereas for a 10% increase in the number 

of introduced illegitimate packets of the total number of transferred packets, the time taken 

for the security mechanism to identify the individual illegitimate packet is approximately 

2.67 seconds and the total number of filtered packets by the security mechanism is 79 which 

is 79% of the total intruded packets. Similarly for a 15%increase in the number of introduced 

illegitimate packets of the total number of transferred packets, the time taken for the security 

mechanism to identify the individual illegitimate packet is approximately 3.30 seconds and 

the total number of filtered packets by the security mechanism is 111 which is approximately 
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74.3% of the total intruded packets. Again for a 20%increase in the number of introduced 

illegitimate packets of the total number of transferred packets, the time taken for the security 

mechanism to identify the individual illegitimate packet is approximately increases to 4.45 

seconds and the total number of filtered packets by the security mechanism is 149 which is 

approximately 73.5% of the total intruded packets. Finally for a 25% increase in the number 

of introduced illegitimate packets of the total number of transferred packets, the time taken 

for the security mechanism to identify the individual illegitimate packet is approximately 

5.89 seconds and the total number of filtered packets by the security mechanism is 172 

which is approximately 68.8% of the total intruded packets. 

7.2 For a Setup with 4 nodes: 

7.2.1 Setup 1 - mobile agents with a common access point 
 
The results obtained for the setup are shown below: 
 

Table 7: results from mobile agents with a common access point with 4 nodes. 
Number of 

nodes 

Total 

number of 

packets 

Total 

Number of 

illegitimate 

packets 

Total 

simulation 

time 

(minutes) 

Time Taken 

to identify 

the 

Individual 

Intruded 

Packets 

Number of 

Unidentified 

Intruded 

Packets. 

4 1000 50 60 1.90 sec 11 

4 1000 100 60 2.71 sec 24 

4 1000 150 60 3.03 sec 42 

4 1000 200 60 3.27 sec 67 

4 1000 250 60 5.68 sec 89 

 
From the above table it is clear that as the number of illegitimate packets increases the time 

taken for processing the packets increases as well as the number of unidentified packets also 

increases. The increase in processing time is basically because of the information gathering 

agent and the bulletin boards where the information gathering agent collects all the 

information about all the packets traversed through the common access point or terminal 

agent. 

 

Initially for this setup with the total number of packets being 1000 and the total number of 

illegitimate packets being 5% of the total number of transferred packets, the time taken for 

the security mechanism to identify the individual illegitimate packet is approximately 1.90 

seconds and the total number of filtered packets by the security mechanism is 39 which is 

approximately 78% of the total intruded packets. Whereas for a 10% increase in the number 

of introduced illegitimate packets of the total number of transferred packets, the time taken 

for the security mechanism to identify the individual illegitimate packet is approximately 

2.71 seconds and the total number of filtered packets by the security mechanism is 76 which 

is 76% of the total intruded packets. Similarly for a 15%increase in the number of introduced 

illegitimate packets of the total number of transferred packets, the time taken for the security 

mechanism to identify the individual illegitimate packet is approximately 3.03 seconds and 

the total number of filtered packets by the security mechanism is 108 which is approximately 

72.3% of the total intruded packets. Again for a 20%increase in the number of introduced 

illegitimate packets of the total number of transferred packets, the time taken for the security 

mechanism to identify the individual illegitimate packet is approximately increases to 3.27 

seconds and the total number of filtered packets by the security mechanism is 133 which is 

approximately 66.5% of the total intruded packets. Finally for a 25% increase in the number 

of introduced illegitimate packets of the total number of transferred packets, the time taken 
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for the security mechanism to identify the individual illegitimate packet is approximately 

5.68 seconds and the total number of filtered packets by the security mechanism is 161 

which is approximately 64.4% of the total intruded packets. 

7.2.2 Setup2 - mobile agents without a common access point. 
 
The results obtained for the setup are shown below: 

 

Table 8: results from mobile agents without a common access point with 4 nodes. 
Number of 

nodes 

Total 

number of 

packets 

Total 

Number of 

illegitimate 

packets 

Total 

simulation 

time 

(minutes) 

Time Taken 

to identify 

the 

Individual 

Intruded 

Packets 

Number of 

Unidentified 

Intruded 

Packets. 

4 1000 50 60 2.01 sec 16 

4 1000 100 60 3.81 sec 34 

4 1000 150 60 4.15 sec 55 

4 1000 200 60 4.73 sec 79 

4 1000 250 60 5.28 sec 103 

 

Table 8 presets the results of the same mobile agent security mechanism for the setup 2. 

From the results it is clear that the processing times as well as the number of filtered packets 

increased compared to the setup 1. This increase in performance factors is due to the lack of 

the common access point as in the setup 1 where there is some over head incurred in the 

network transmissions and identifying the legitimate packets in the network.  

 

Initially for this setup with the total number of packets being 1000 and the total 

number of illegitimate packets being 5% of the total number of transferred packets, the time 

taken for the security mechanism to identify the individual illegitimate packet is 

approximately 2.01 seconds and the total number of filtered packets by the security 

mechanism is 34 which is approximately 68% of the total intruded packets. Whereas for a 

10% increase in the number of introduced illegitimate packets of the total number of 

transferred packets, the time taken for the security mechanism to identify the individual 

illegitimate packet is approximately 3.81 seconds and the total number of filtered packets by 

the security mechanism is 66 which is 66% of the total intruded packets. Similarly for a 

15%increase in the number of introduced illegitimate packets of the total number of 

transferred packets, the time taken for the security mechanism to identify the individual 

illegitimate packet is approximately 4.15 seconds and the total number of filtered packets by 

the security mechanism is 95 which is approximately 63.5% of the total intruded packets. 

Again for a 20%increase in the number of introduced illegitimate packets of the total number 

of transferred packets, the time taken for the security mechanism to identify the individual 

illegitimate packet is approximately increases to 4.73 seconds and the total number of 

filtered packets by the security mechanism is 121 which is approximately 60.5% of the total 

intruded packets. Finally for a 25% increase in the number of introduced illegitimate packets 

of the total number of transferred packets, the time taken for the security mechanism to 

identify the individual illegitimate packet is approximately 5.28 seconds and the total 

number of filtered packets by the security mechanism is 147 which is approximately 58.8% 

of the total intruded packets. 
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8 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
This section presents the results obtained from the empirical study and also presents the 

answers to the research questions posed in the proposal of this study. This analysis is 

performed based on the round trip time results obtained during the empirical study and 

compares them with the number of the packets processed by the security mechanism on the 

other scale. This type of comparison is useful to answer the challenges faced in the 

successful deployment of the mobile agent based security mechanism. 

8.1 Round Trip time /Response Time  

The results for the response time of the security mechanism are shown in the graph depicted 

in the figure 9. It is clear that for both cases 1 and 2 the round trip time increases with the 

increasing number of packets and also with the number of nodes used in the setup. This 

section presents the answers to the research question 2 (RQ 2). 

 

 
Figure 10: graph for response time. 

8.1.1 Scenario-1 mobile agents with common access point 

Case 1: Number of nodes is 2 

From the graph above it is clear that time taken to identify individual intruded packets is 

0.88s / packet when the total number of illegitimate packets is 50 and it drastically increases 

with increase in number of illegitimate packets. Trend in the graph shows with increase in 

the illegitimate packets by 250 the total response time per packet is 5.40s / packet which is 

approximately 5 times relative to the time taken in first case.  

 

Case 2: Number of nodes is 4 

When the total number of packets is 1000 and the illegitimate packets being 50 the response 

time is 1.90s / packet. It also follows the same trend as scenario-1 but a slight increase in 

total response per packet can be observed. Response time increase from 1.90s / packet to 

5.68s / packet with respective increase in the illegitimate packets from 50 to 250 which is 

approximately 300% in total response time. 
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Conclusion 

In the above figure a similar trend can be observed for both cases. The response time 
increased rapidly with respect increase in illegitimate packets. The increase in processing 
time is basically because of the information gathering agent and the bulletin boards where 
the information gathering agent collects all the information about all the packets traversed 
through the common access point or terminal agent.  From 100 to 200 there is almost 
negligible amount of increase in response time which can be explained by number factors 
like number of illegitimate packets identified, network overhead, time taken to process 
individual packets and agent traversal in the network. For example if an intrusion is 
identified as soon as it occurred then the time taken to identify that intrusion is low because 
the number of agents dispatched to identify intrusion is less. If the intrusion occurred in one 
node and traversed to another node then response time would increase rapidly as more 
number of agents would dispatch to identify and track that intrusion. In the above case 
(when number of illegitimate packets is100-200) intrusion would have identified and 
captured at the point of its occurrence so the trend in graph shown very less increase in the 
response time. Above example also explains the steep in the graph when number of 
illegitimate packets is over 200.  

8.1.2 Scenario-2 mobile agents without a common access point 

Case 1: Number of nodes is 2 

From figure 9 it is clear that time taken to identify individual intruded packets is 1.79s / 

packet when the total number of illegitimate packets is 50 and it drastically increases with 

increase in number of illegitimate packets. Trend in the graph shows with increase in the 

illegitimate packets by 250 the total response time per packet is 5.81s / packet which is 

approximately 300% relative to the time taken in first case.  

Case 2: Number of nodes is 4 

When the total number of packets is 1000 and the illegitimate packets being 50 the response 

time is 2s / packet. It also follows the same trend as scenario-1 but a slight increase in total 

response per packet can be observed. Response time increase from 2.01s / packet to 5.28s / 

packet with respective increase in the illegitimate packets from 50 to 250 which is 

approximately 130% in total response time. 

 

Conclusion 

For case 1 almost steady rise in the response time is recorded which is considerably higher 
than both cases in scenario-1. This is because lack of common access point means agents 
has virtually no communication between them thus the overhead and redundancy in the 
network increases. We can also observe difference between case 1 and case 2 which means 
with increase in number of nodes the response time increases especially when there is no 
communication between the agents. In case 2 the increase in the number of nodes and lack of 
communication is the reason behind steep curve.      

8.2 Number of packets processed   

The results for the number of packets processed in the security mechanism are shown in the 

graph depicted in the figure 10. It is clear that for both cases 1 and 2 the unidentified 

intruded packets increases with the increasing number of packets and also with the number 

of nodes used in the setup. 
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Figure 11: graph for number of packets processed. 

 

8.2.1 Scenario-1 mobile agents with common access point 

Case 1: Number of nodes is 2 

From above graph when the total number of packets is 1000 and the illegitimate packets 

being 50 the number of unidentified packets is 7. With every 5% increase in the illegitimate 

packets the number of unidentified packets is also mounted as it is 73 which is 10.4X times 

when illegitimate packets being 250.  

 

Case 2:  Number of nodes is 4 

Figure 10 explains the number of unidentified intruded packets is 9 when the illegitimate 

packets being 50 and raised further as number of illegitimate packets increased. The 

considerable rise in the number of unprocessed illegitimate packets is 89 which is 11.09X 

times increase when the number of illegitimate packets 250. 

 

Conclusion 

In the above scenario though the common access point exists increase in total number of 
nodes is the main reason behind higher number of unidentified packets. With increase in 
number of nodes the number of nodes which identify the malicious activity would increase 
thus number of agents to identify that activity in the network also increase which would have 
caused the rise in unidentified packets. As the number of illegitimate packets increases the 
time taken for processing the packets increases as well as the number of unidentified packets 
also increases. The increase in processing time is basically because of the information 
gathering agent and the bulletin boards where the information gathering agent collects all 
the information about all the packets traversed through the common access point or terminal 
agent.   

8.2.2 Scenario-2 mobile agents without common access point 

Case 1: Number of nodes is 2 

From above graph when the total number of packets is 1000 and the illegitimate packets 

being 50 the number of unidentified packets is 9. With every 5% increase in the illegitimate 

packets the number of unidentified packets is also mounted as it is 78 which is 8.66X times 

when illegitimate packets being 250.  
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Case 2:  Number of nodes is 4 

Figure 10 explains the number of unidentified intruded packets is 16 when the illegitimate 

packets being 50 and raised further as number of illegitimate packets increased. The 

considerable rise in the number of unprocessed illegitimate packets is 103 which is 6.43X 

times increase when the number of illegitimate packets 250. 

 

Conclusion 

This scenario motivates the need of the common access point. Difference between case 1 and 
case 2 is even worse than scenario-1. Almost steady and steep curve can be seen in case 2. 
Lack of common access point and increase in number of nodes has caused that steep. From 
the results it is clear that the processing times as well as the number of filtered packets 
increased compared to the scenario-1. This increase in performance factors is due to the lack 
of the common access point as in the scenario-1 where there is some over head incurred in 
the network transmissions and identifying the legitimate packet in the network.  
  
From analysis it is clear that the number of unfiltered packets as well as the round trip time 

for scenario-1 is less than that of the scenario-2, this is primarily because of the lack of 

common access point, for this scenario traversing in the network is linked with different 

network overheads and the packet processing over heads as well. Whereas for the scenario 

with a common access point the response time or the round trip time is little bit faster 

because of the less processing over head and this is because of the static information used by 

the access point in the bulletin boards for all the nodes in the network which makes the 

traversal easier. The overall performance is low in both scenarios. Figure below shows the 

percentage of illegitimate packets those are successfully identified. 
 

 
Figure 12: percentage of identified illegitimate packets. 

 

This figure explains the difference in the percentage is very low with 2-nodes both with and 

without common access points. But it drops with 4-nodes with common access points and 

further drops 4nodes without common access point. As explained above the scenario-1 has 

better performance in terms of round trip times and number identified packets with 

respective to scenario-2. Although the 2-noded setup shown the better performance than 4-

noded network which means it may increase rapidly for bigger networks like with 8-nodes, 

16-nodes and so-on. 
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8.3 Summary 

This report presents the empirical study about the performance study of mobile agent based 

security mechanism. The study includes implementation of the selected security mechanism 

which consists of four different modules which also constitutes different agents like the 

Information gathering agent, Tracing agent, Monitoring module and Manager module. Each 

manager is having the module or agent specific functionality and is triggered based on the 

sequence of events as mentioned in the figure 7. All the agents and the modules 

collaboratively were used to calculate the round trip time of the security mechanism in 

identifying an intruder successfully and triggering an IDSS. This thesis uses the concept of 

“detecting many of the intrusions efficiently” rather than relying on “detecting many of the 

intrusions precisely”.  

 

RQ1. What is the state-of-the-art in the mobile agent based security mechanisms? 

 

There are different mobile agent based security mechanisms and they can be used to perform 

two main functions like searching for a black hole in the network and identifying an intruder 

in the network.  The entire mobile agent based security mechanisms can be classified 

depending on the type of the motive they supports (like identifying more intruders or 

identifying intruders accurately), the challenges (they answer like the performance, the 

ability to defend the attacks and so-on), and the minimum number of agents used etc. 

Chapter -2 successfully answers this research question in the form of a literature study. 

 

RQ2. What is the round trip time of the security mechanism under varying network 

parameters? 

 

Calculating the roundtrip time of  mobile agent based security mechanism depends on the 

number of factors like the minimum number of agents used by the security mechanism, the 

varying network parameters like the size of the network, the bandwidth of the connections 

and the network traffic and so-on. This thesis considers the factors like the number of nodes 

in the network, the network traffic and the number of agents employed by the selected 

security mechanism. The execution times obtained from all the agents and the modules are 

used to calculate the total round trip time of the mobile agent based security mechanism. 

From the experimental study, the results shows that the round trip of the mobile agent based 

security mechanism deprecates slowly with the increase in the network parameters like the 

number of packets being processed each time when the total number of packets including the 

intruder packets increases and the number of nodes in the network. This is basically because 

of the lowest number of agents used and less number of node-to-node traversals made by the 

agents in identifying an intruder. Sections 7.1, 7.2 and 8.1 collectively assist the answer for 

this research question.  

 

RQ3. What are the factors affecting the security mechanism when considered the round trip 

time vs. packet loss or unidentified packets? 

 

 From the experimental results to study the performance of the mobile agent based security 

mechanism different factors are identified to be the barriers for achieving the high 

performance by the mobile agent based security mechanism. These factors constitute three 

main issues like the size of the network, the amount of the network traffic and the each 

individual agent processing time in identifying the intruder when a mal-functioning is 

identified by the mechanism. But when the trade-off between round trip time and packed loss 

is considered the relative round trip time is drops slowly with respect to the increasing 

network traffic or the packets used for the simulation. On the contrary the rate at which 

number of intruders identified successfully drops with respect to the size of the network and 

increasing amount of network traffic. This drop is mainly because of the static time slots 
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used for processing each individual packet beyond that time slot the packet is dropped for 

performance issues. The sections 7.1, 7.2 along with sections 8.1, 8.2 collectively assist to 

answer this research question.  
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

The results from this thesis prove that the mechanism considered is more efficient rather than 

precise. Even though the results can be seen as efficient but there is a set of residue packets 

which takes a bit more time than the other packets as can be seen when one progresses the 

results from top to bottom this is primarily because of the factors associated with the 

internetworking environment like the network traffic with respect to the size of the network 

or the number of nodes in the network. On the other hand when the system is deployed in 

real time there might be a chance that the results for the processing times of those residue 

packets will be more. 

 

This thesis focuses on studying the performance of the mobile agent based security 

mechanism considering the fact that the performance of the mechanism is studied with 

identifying them as many intrusions efficiently as an elusive goal rather than identifying as 

many intrusions precisely. All the performance studies done till now are based on the later 

idea where as our thesis is based on the former idea. On the other hand there is an ample 

scope to make the study from the perspective of the traditional idea as a primary goal which 

is based on implementing the mechanism to identify the more intrusions as precisely as 

possible. This study is equally important and can be extended as a future work to make a 

comparison about how the same mechanism varies by focusing on two conflicting goals. 

This future study has the potential to give rise to the answers for some of the many research 

challenges identified above. Scalability study of the mechanism also has potential for further 

research. It will be also good to identify how this mechanism reacts when it deployed to real 

world situations. Finally, it will be good to study performance of the black hole search 

problem.  
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